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Subcutaneous stimulation of the occipital nerve has been reported using percutaneously placed spinal cord stimulator electrodes. Occasionally, gradual loss of effectiveness has been noted possibly due to scar formation around the contacts. We report on the use of the Medtronic Resume II®, peripheral nerve / spinal cord stimulator electrode for causing peripheral stimulation of the occipital nerve in the suboccipital region. Initial results suggest improved stimulation with lower power requirements using this larger electrode. The larger contact size might lessen the effect of scar formation and offer improved stimulation over a longer period.
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Subcutaneous sub-occipital stimulation of the occipital nerve as described by Weiner (1) has been used in selected patients in the management of headache pain related to occipital neuralgia. Occipital neuralgia pain is most often unilateral but can be bilateral. The pain often originates from the posterior base of the skull and radiates to the top of the head. At its worst, the pain will involve the ipsilateral posterior orbital region causing eye and frontal pain. It has been suggested that occipital neuralgia may act as a migraine trigger. Weiner described passing spinal cord stimulator leads through a bent needle passed within the subcutaneous fat at approximately the C2 level. These patients are afforded pain relief by what is believed to be peripheral stimulation of the occipital nerve. Using this technique, some patients have experienced decay in the quality of the stimulation within the first year. Surgically moving the electrodes has been required to reestablish effective stimulation. Over time, scar tissue formation around the electrode may impede the generation of an effective stimulating field. By using a larger electrode, this scar formation may have less of an effect allowing the electrode to function longer.

We report on the use of the Medtronic Resume II® Lead in place of a percutaneously placed lead. The Resume II is flat and insulated on the side opposite the contacts. This configuration tends to create a more directed, efficient and broader field of stimulation. The Resume II electrode is larger and may offer more stability when implanted in the mobile subcutaneous neck tissue.

Generally we have developed the following procedure for the surgical implantation of these leads. The patient is placed supine and their head held in an x-ray translucent padded face cradle with the chest padded to place the neck in a slightly flexed position. A slight reverse Trendelenburg position makes the patient mobile subcutaneous neck tissue. The Resume II electrode is larger and may offer more stability when implanted in the mobile subcutaneous neck tissue. Initially results suggest improved stimulation over a longer period.

We have implanted four electrodes in three patients using this technique. Two patients were implanted for unilateral disease and one for bilateral. Each patient has experienced excellent coverage with low amplitudes. Two of these patients were previously implanted with the percutaneous technique and had failed. To date, the quality and stability of stimulation have been excellent. Initial success with percu-
Simultaneously placed electrodes offered hope for this painful and difficult to treat disease. Significant long-term failure was seen with percutaneous lead placement. We are again encouraged by the initial success using this larger surgically implanted electrode.
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